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ABSTRACT 
We discuss and explain the issues present in implementing a fast algorithm for 
discrete monomial transforms (DMTs) in the context of certain applications in MRI 
and data analysis. The DMT of a sequence f = (f(O), ,f(nm>) with* respect to 
s?mple points {.zu . , .zm} C @ m+ ’ is the sequence of sums (f(O), , f( m>) where 
f(j) = C~=,,f(k)~~. For different sets of sample points the DMT is an important 
component of many applications. Driscoll, Healy, and Rockmore described a fast 
[ O(m log” m) operations] algorithm via matrix factorization for computing the DMT. 
While the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm is guaranteed for any choice of the 
sample points, the numerical stability is not. In this paper we present a heuristic for 
stabilizing the fast DMT which makes its implementation feasible numerically for 
certain sets of sample points, while retaining its computational advantages even for 
moderate problem sizes, where it is shown to be more efficient than implementations 
using Homer’s rule. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent work has presented efficient algorithms for computing discrete 
polynomial transforms for sets of orthogonal polynomials satisfying three-term 
recurrences [9]. This previous work was mainly theoretical. In this paper we 
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wish to examine some aspects of these algorithms from a more application- 
oriented point of view and treat some of the related implementational issues. 
To set up notation, let 9 = (I’,, . . . , P,, _ 1> denote any sequence of 
polynomials with complex coefficients. Let 2 = (z,,, . . . , .zm} E C denote 
any set of sample points. If f = (f(O>,f(l), . . ,f(m - 1)) E C” is any 
sequence (often called the sampled values of a function f at the sample 
points), then the discrete polynomial transform of f !with respect to 9 and 
X-> is defined as the sequence of sums, <f( PO), . . , f( P,_ 1>>, where 
f(q) =f9(j) = <f, pi> = Ef(i)P,(Zi)w(i). 
i=o 
The function u: is some associated weight function, often identically 1. 
When theA Pj = mj is the manic monomial of degree j, we will refer to 
(fim,>, . , f(m,_ ,I> as a discrete monomial transform (DMT). 
A discrete monomial transform is the first step in the algorithm described 
in [9]. Different sets of sample points give various well-known discrete 
transforms, such as the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and discrete Cosine 
transform (DCT). 
Best known upper bounds on the complexity of computing different 
DMTs vary with the sample points chpsen. In [9] it is shown that for any set 
of points the monomial transforms {f(mj)10 < j < n - l} can be computed 
in O(n log’ n> operations. Better upper bounds [e.g. O(n log n)] are possible 
for particular sample points. 
Just as the complexity of the transform may depend on the sample points, 
so may the stability of the computation. If the algorithm of [9] is applied to an 
arbitrary sample set, experience shows that the reliability of the actual 
floating-point computation can vary wildly among sample sets. 
The main results here are of two kinds. The first result gives a new 
application of the fast DMT to a problem in medical imaging (Section 2.1). 
We also review briefly the application to efficient discrete orthogonal polyno- 
mial transforms (Section 2.2). 
Our second main result is a collection of techniques for stabilizing the 
relevant computations for a large range of problem sizes. In order to explain 
this, in Section 3 we review the matrix formulation of the fast monomial 
transform. For the applications discussed here, naive implementation of the 
techniques turns out to be numerically impractical. The review of the 
algorithm is followed by an a priori error analysis of two of the main steps in 
the algorithm. This motivates the heuristic given in Section 4 (“symmetric 
augmentation”) for stabilizing the computation. Data are then presented 
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showing that the necessary slight modification of the algorithm is such that 
the computation can be carried out both efficiently (much faster than direct 
computation) and stably. 
2. APPLICATIONS 
In this paper we are interested in two different DMTs, defined by the 
particular choice of the sample points in the transform. Each of these sample 
sets consists of a particular nonuniform arrangement of points on the unit 
circle, as specified by a particular application. The first of these arises in 
magnetic resonance imaging (MBI), and the second in a problem of data 
analysis on graphs. 
2.1. Application to Fast MRZ 
One particular monomial transform arises naturally from a certain tech- 
nique for obtaining fast magnetic-resonance images. 
Magnetic-resonance imaging (MRI) has become an essential part of 
diagnostic radiology in the last decade. MRI, like ultrasound and x-ray 
computed tomography (CT), . 1s used to generate two-dimensional images of 
sections of the body. MRI is limited mainly by its spatial resolution and long 
imaging times. 
In typical imaging techniques, the MR scanner encodes information about 
the density of hydrogen in a two-dimensional slice by a sequence of radio- 
frequency signals. These signals are produced after inducing the precession of 
the magnetic moments of the various hydrogen nuclei about an externally 
imposed magnetic field vector. The precession frequency at a given position 
in the sample is proportional to the strength of the imposed field there. A coil 
detects the electromagnetic oscillation obtained from all of the precessing 
magnetic moments within the sample. By controlling the spatial variation of 
the external field, it is possible to encode the position of various groups of 
nuclei by the frequency of the signals they create. 
Typically, the magnetic field is made to vary linearly in strength along one 
direction, say the x-direction. The frequency of the signal coming from a 
given group of hydrogen nuclei is then linearly proportional to their r-axis 
position. Summing the signals from all positions within the slice yields a 
composite signal whose variation with time t may be modeled as 
S,(t) = /dx/dy p(x, y)eiyC~xt. 
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Here, p gives the density of the hydrogen as a function of position within the 
slice, and y G, x may be thought of as the precession frequency of nuclei at a 
given X, due to the magnetic strength gradient G, along the x-axis. 
The point of this is that the values of S,(t) collected over an interval of 
time represent a line through the two-dimensional (spatial) Fourier transform 
of the density p, namely S,(t) = fi( yG,t, 0). By itself, this one line gives no 
information about the y spatial frequencies in the Fourier decomposition of 
p. In standard imaging, the sample must be excited again, and a process 
called phase encoding is utilized to provide a second line through the Fourier 
transform, at a fixed y spatial frequency: 
S,(t) = / dx / dy p( x, y)dyGrrtei+‘y~ = ,i3( yG,t, 4,). 
In this way, a sequence of signals may be measured, with each signal 
representing a line through the Fourier transform of the density to be 
measured. In practice, each of these signals is sampled uniformly in time, 
resulting in a two-dimensional array of measurements 
;(m,n) = S,(mA,t) = @(dyp(x, y)iyGxAtxein+‘. 
These represent uniform samples of the two-dimensional spatial Fourier 
transform of the density p and may be used for its reconstruction by the 
inverse Fourier transform, up to some resolution. 
Unfortunately, the magnetic moments must “rest” for a time between 
each pair of measured signals. This time is typically long compared to the 
time taken to measure a given line, and represents a fundamental limitation 
on the speed at which the complete image can be obtained. 
Recently, researchers have looked at methods for measuring a larger 
fraction of the Fourier transform in a single signal measurement in order to 
speed up the overall image acquisition. Several researchers have reported 
successful techniques based on gradients which are smoothly time varying, 
rather than constant, during the signal. This allows the scanner to read off the 
values of the density’s spatial Fourier transform along smooth curves, rather 
than straight line segments. 
One recent analysis by Zakhor et al. [24] considers some of the sampling 
and reconstruction issues associated with a fast imaging scheme using gradi- 
ents which vary sinusoidally in time. This is actually an important case to 
analyze, as fast imaging schemes based on sinusoidal gradients are very 
common at present. 
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The model considered by Zakhor gives an observed signal approximated 
as 
N-L 
s(t) = c p(kL/N)e-i”k[l-“““(“I/T)l + n(t), 
k=O 
where n(t) is a white-noise process of intensity cr’. The goal is then to 
estimate the samples of the density p(kL/N), k = 0, , , . , N - 1. 
In [24], the authors consider the question of how to sample the function 
s(t) in order to obtain the best data for reconstruction of the density p. In 
particular, the maximum-likelihood estimate based on uniform time samples 
of s is considered. Unlike the constant-gradient case, uniform time samples 
correspond to a nonuniform sampling of Fourier space for the time-varying 
gradients considered. Alternatively, one could imagine sampling nonuni- 
formly in time so as to obtain uniform Fourier sampling. This is more in line 
with what we are accustomed to, but it is shown that the associated maximum 
likelihood reconstruction has a higher error variance than reconstruction from 
uniform time samples. 
This analysis leads directly to a discrete monomial transform associated 
with a nonuniform sampling pattern on the unit circle; the need for stable 
and efficient numerical reconstruction techniques provides an important 
motivation for the techniques of the current paper. Explicitly, the maximum- 
likelihood reconstruction of the N values of p from a vector s of PN uniform 
samples from the signal s(t) in Equation (2) is given by 
(H*H)-'H*~-, 
where H = ((h, ,)> is a PN X N matrix of the form 
(3) 
h m,k = A.exp(-jrk[l -cm(z)]] 
A is a constant determined by the sampling procedure, 
oversampling ratio. 
and P > 1 is the 
Assuming P is small (compared to N I, we can give a stable, O( N log2 N > 
algorithm (versus the N” algorithm given in [24]) for computing (2). Writing 
H * in block form as 
ff* = A. (A(1) A(2) . . . A(p)), 
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where each ACb’ is N X N, so that 
( Acb') i,m=exp{-j7rk[l-COS(no-p~N+n,)]) 
= 4, m 
In the sequel we will refer to the points zb, m as the MRZ points. 
Thus, the product 
is computed by 
for 
f=H*,-=H*. 
( r,(l) 
f-l(N) 
f-P(l) 
,5(N) 
fck) = C'bb(k) 
b 
;bck) = ~rb(m>z,k,m. 
m 
Each of these we know how to do stably in O(N log’ N) operations (cf. 
Section 3), and so O(PN log’ N) operations in total. 
Now we must apply th e inverse of H *H to f. The matrix H *H is 
Hermitian positive definite and Toeplitz, and for typical problem sizes has 
small condition number. Here we may employ one of the fast Toeplitz 
inversion algorithms to finish the problem, so long as we are careful to choose 
a stable one. 
One option available is an algorithm due to Bitmead and Anderson [2], 
which takes as input an invertible Toeplitz matrix T and computes lower and 
upper triangular Toeplitz matrices L,, Ri such that 
T-l = t RiLi, 
i=l 
where d is the displacement rank of T- ’ and is either 1 or 2. 
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In [2] it is shown that by a clever divide-and-conquer technique, the Li 
and Ri can be computed in O( N log2 N) operations and requires only 
O(N) storage. Note that this decomposition can be precomputed and stored. 
Consequently, successive applications of the Li and Ri to the input f require 
an additional O( N log N) operations, and so in total O( N log2 N) opera- 
tions, or, assuming precomputation of the decomposition, O( N log N) opera- 
tions. Regardless, the computation is still O(N log2 N). As for the issue of 
stability, Bunch indicates [l, p. 3591 that for positive definite symmetric 
Toeplitz matrices, the Bitmead-Anderson algorithm should be stable. 
Another choice is the algorithm of de Hoog [5]. This is a rather different 
algorithm, based on the recurrences of the Trench and Bareiss algorithms. Its 
theoretical complexity is also O(N log2 N ), but has a much smaller hidden 
constant, requiring ZN log2 N + O( N log N > multiplications. It also appears 
to be stable in the present setting. 
2.2. Fast Discrete Spherical Transforms 
A second application of interest arises from working to stabilize various 
fast discrete polynomial transforms which arise in performing spectral analysis 
for data occurring on distance-transitive graphs. This motivation is explained 
in some detail in [7] and [9]. For our purposes here a short summary of this 
work will suffice. 
Let X = (V, E) be an undirected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. 
For x, y E V let d( x, y > denote the distance between x and y, given as 
usual by the shortest path from x to y. Suppose that the finite group G acts 
transitively on X as automorphisms and isometries, so that G preserves 
adjacency and distance. We say that X is distance transitive (with respect to 
G) if, given x, x’, y, y’ E X, with d(x, y) = d(x’, y’), there exists g E G 
such that (gx, gy> = (x’, y’). 
Several natural examples of this situation are: (1) X is the n-gon with 
symmetry group given by the dihedral group D,; (2) X is the n-dimensional 
hypercube with symmetry group B,, the hyperoctahedral group; (3) X is the 
set of k-sets of an n-set with edges between k-sets that differ by a single 
element and symmetry group S,, the symmetric group on n letters. See [2O] 
for other examples as well as a thorough and well-written discussion. 
The action of G on X gives rise to a permutation representation of G on 
L2( X), the vector space of complex-valued functions on X. In the distance- 
transitive situation this representation has a unique direct-sum decomposition 
into inequivalent irreducible G-invariant subspaces 
L2( X) = V” e3 ... 63 v,,, 
where n is the maximum distance in X. 
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We are interested in the point of view in which a given f E L’(X) is 
understood as data on the graph X. The orthogonal decomposition (4) then 
determines a decomposition of f, 
f=fo + ... +f,, 
where ft is the projection of f into V,. In many cases the decomposition (4) 
has a natural statistical or data-analytic interpretation. Consequently, exami- 
nation of the projection fi gives insight into the original data f. 
This outlook, first introduced by Diaconis, is called the spectral-analysis 
approach to data. For many examples and pointers to the literature his recent 
book [6] is an excellent resource. The relevant computational problem in such 
an analysis is, given a data vector f, how to compute quickly the projections 
.L 
In [7] a few approaches are presented to this problem. One of these 
methods reduces the computation to computing certain discrete spherical 
transforms related to the graph X. In brief, distance-transitive graphs can be 
viewed as discrete analogues of the sphere. After fixing a basepoint for the 
graph, one can consider spherically constant functions of X-meaning 
functions on X which are constant on sets of points a fixed distance from the 
basepoint (the so-called “k-circles,” analogous to latitude circles on the 
sphere). 
The spherical functions of X are a particular set of spherically constant 
functions which span the subspace of spherically constant functions. Thus if n 
is the maximum distance from the basepoint (and hence between any two 
points), there exist n + 1 spherical functions $a, . . . , c$~. If flk = 
(x(&x, x0> = k} denotes the k-sphere (with respect to the basepoint x0), 
then each +I is constant on each ak. In [7] computation of any projection fi 
is reduced to the computation of certain spherical transforms of associated 
spherically constant functions. For such a function F its ith discrete spherical 
transform is defined as 
In [9] a fast algorithm is given for computing the sequence of discrete 
spherical transforms. The connection with the work presented here is that the 
fast spherical transform requires as a first step an initial computation of fast 
(at worst O(n log2 n)] d’ iscrete polynomial transforms for some sequence of 
polynomials (P,, . . . , P,} that satisfy a three-term constant-coefficient recur- 
rence [9, Theorem 41. The most naive such set is obtained by taking 
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p.(x) = rj, the monk monomial of degree j. The problem is that in general, 
t r: ese functions, while linearly independent in exact arithmetic, are so close to 
being dependent for many sample-point sets and weights as to be nearly 
useless in practice [12]. 
To cite one example where the monomials turn out to be numerically 
disastrous, consider the analysis of data on n-sets of an N-set or “lottery 
data.” That is, any lottery in which n numbers are to be chosen from N gives 
rise to a function on n-sets of an N-set in which f(x) for a n-set x is the 
number of people choosing that particular n-set. Tn this case the associated 
spherical functions turn out to be the Hahn polynomials sampled at the 
uniform grid in [0, l], {k/(n + l)\O < k < n}. For these points the monomi- 
als are to all intents and purposes dependent. However, a different set of 
polynomials satisfying a three-term recurrence are much better behaved, the 
Chebyshev polynomials. 
In Figure 1 we display plots of three sets of inner products showing the 
advantage in computing with the Chebyshev polynomials Ti( X) instead of the 
monomials m.(z) = .zj for the sample points {k/(n + l>lO < k < n). Let 
l=e zri/n. T 1: en counterclockwise from the bottom we have graphed 
so that the height at the point (i, j> is 
for the appropriate P,. 
The bottom plot shows orthonormality relations between the nth roots of 
unity. Compare this with the inner products of the Chebyshev polynomials on 
the shifted Chebyshev points and the monomials at these points. The former 
are nearly orthonormal, the latter far from such. 
2.3. The DChT As a Monomial Transform 
As stated in Section 2.2, for reasons of stability, the initial step in the fast 
Hahn transform is computed as a fast discrete Chebyshev transform on a 
uniform grid. We show here how this may be computed as a particular DMT. 
Recall that the mth Chebyshev polynomial T, is defined as 
T,(x) = cos( m arccos x). (5) 
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FIG. 1. Gray-scale plots of inner product matrices for complex exponentids, 
monomials, Chebyshev polynomials ( + 1 white, - 1 black, 0 gray). 
Letting 0 = arccos x, T, can be expressed as 
T,(x) = cos( me) = %( cos me + i sin m0) = ZR(ei”“) (6) 
where for a complex number z, S(z) denotes its real part. 
The natural sample points for the Chebyshev polynomials are the so-called 
Chebyshev points, zj = cos(Zrj/n). With respect to these sample points, a 
discrete Chebyshev transform becomes the well-known discrete cosine trans- 
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f 07711 
The discrete cosine transform forms an important part of many algorithms 
in various areas of applied mathematics. Thus, much attention has been paid 
to finding efficient and effective algorithms for its computation (cf. [ll] and 
references therein). We point out just one such, that of obtaining the discrete 
cosine transform of a real-valued function f via the fast Fourier transform 
(FFT). 
The FFT is a family of algorithms which compute the discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT) efficiently. The DFT of a suitably defined sequence f at 
frequency j is defined to be the exponential sum 
fm(j) = njjlf(k) exp( F), 
k=O 
(7) 
where i = J-1. The DFT of f is the sequence of individual Fourier 
transforms 
It is well known that the DFT may be inverted by computing a second DFT 
(Fourier inversion) via 
(8) 
Direct computation of the DFT would require n2 operations (we use the 
computational model which defines an operation as a single complex multipli- 
cation followed by an addition). Instead, the FFT computes the DFT in 
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O(n log n) operations. From the point of view of applications, it is of more 
than passing interest that the FFT is both theoretically and numerically 
effective (e.g. [15, 21, 19, 181). 
For applications to the discrete cosine transform, note that if f is a 
real-valued function, then (5) and (6) show that 
(9) 
so that the FFT gives at least one fast, stable algorithm for the discrete cosine 
transform, and hence a Chebyshev transform with respect to the Chebyshev 
points. 
We, however, are interested in computing a discrete Chebyshev transform 
at a set of points different from the Chebyshev points. Consider the uniform 
grid on the interval {uk = k/n - l/k = 0,. . . ,2n - 1) in [ - 1, 11. Define 
the discrete Chebyshev transform (DChT) f o a suitable sequence f to be the 
set of polynomial transforms 
n-1 
_&A4 := (_f->L) := c f(k)%u,). 
k=O 
An initial reduction in computing the DChT is to rewrite it as a collection 
of simple polynomial transforms. To do this take 8, = arccos uk in [O, ~1, 
k=O ,..., n-l.Definepoints~~,j=O ,..., 2n-lintheunitcircleby 
i 
eio, 
zj = 
if 0 <j <n - 1, 
,iC@,-,- 7~) if n<j<2n. 
Then 
n-1 n-l 
c f(k)Td%) = c f(k) cos lo, 
k=O k=O 
n-l 
= c $f(k)(z; + 2;) 
k=O 
(10) 
(11) 
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where F(j) = -f(k), k = 0,. . . , R - 1, F(n) = 0, and F(j) = F(j - n) for 
j > n. Thus, (11) shows that the DChT may be computed as a polynomial 
transform at the set of monomials m. defined by m&z) = zj with respect to 
the points .zk defined in (10). We WI 1 call these the uniform-grid Chebyshez; .i 
points. 
3. FAST MONOMIAL TRANSFORMS 
As (9) shows, the FFT provides the key to a fast algorithm for computa- 
tion of the discrete cosine transform. Indirectly, it also provides the motiva- 
tion for the fast DChT first presented in [9]. One way in which the FFT may 
be developed is as an efficient solution to the problem of multiple-point 
polynomial evaluation. Linear algebra provides a useful computational frame- 
work for this problem, which we now briefly explain. 
Recall that the Vandermonde matrix on the complex points .za, , z,,_ L 
is the matrix 
’ 1 1 . . . 1 \ 
v= V(Z” )...) z,_,) = :O “:’ 
. . . z n-l 
. . 
n-l 
\zo 
?/n-l 
*1 
. . . 2;:: 
Let f = (f(O), . . . , f(n - 1)) be any sequence of complex points. If 
p (xl =f(O) ff(l)r + *** 
t rl 
+f(n - 1)~“~ I is the polynomial associated to f, 
en the multiple-point polynomial evaluation pf( zj> can be computed as the 
matrix product 
Vtft. (12) 
In particular, the DFT of f is computed by (12) with the evaluation points 
zj = ezvi.i, 
Of particular relevance for the purposes of computing the DChT is that 
the transposed computation Vf computes the DMT at the sample points 
20,. . , z,-1: 
n-l 
(f, mi) = C f(i>m]( .q) 
i=O 
n-l 
= Eo.f(i) 4. 
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To obtain a fast computation of the monomial transforms we proceed 
indirectly and instead consider the fast algorithms for multiple-point polyno- 
mial evaluation. One such is provided by a sparse-matrix factorization of the 
Vandermonde which holds for any sequence of evaluation points 
(Z,, . . . , z,_~). More precisely, for an T X s matrix M E CrXs, define its 
complexity to be the minimal number of operations needed to compute by a 
straight-line algorithm any matrix product Mu where u E CSx ’ is an 
arbitrary complex input vector. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose that a complex matrix M has the factorization 
M = M,M, ... M, 
where the complexity of the matrix Mj is T( j>. Then the complexity of both M 
and M t is at most Cr= ,T(i). 
We should point out that more generally, given any straight-line algorithm 
to compute a matrix-vector product Mu, one can consider the corresponding 
directed graph of the computation. Bshouty, Kaminski, and Kirkpatrick [4] 
show that if the original computation requires N operations, then computa- 
tion of M ’ v may be computed by essentially reversing all arrows in the graph 
and hence using almost the same number of operations. 
Thus, keeping in mind the Proposition, one way in which to obtain a fast 
computation of the monomial transforms is to look instead for a fast computa- 
tion of the multiple-point evaluation which can be interpreted as a sparse-ma- 
trix factorization of the Vandermonde V( zO, . . . , .z,_ I>. In fact such an 
algorithm is known and is the now classic divide-and-conquer approach to 
multiple-point evaluation. As it provides the cornerstone of our implementa- 
tion, we briefly review this in the next section. 
3.1. Polynomial Evaluation via Matrix Factorization 
We now review a well-known O(n log2 n) algorithm for multiple-point 
polynomial evaluation (cf. [3]) which, in its linear-algebraic formulation, is a 
factorization of V t into a product of triangular Toeplitz matrices of geometri- 
cally decreasing size. This of course also gives a similar factorization of V (the 
property of being T oe pl’t 1 z is invariant under transpose) and thus, as explained 
above, also gives an O(n log’ n) algorithm for the associated monomial 
transforms. A version of this appears in [9]. 
To begin, we recall 
LEMMA 1. The linear complexity of a Toeplitz matrix of size n X n is 
O(n log n). 
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Proof. Since in 0 ur discussion of possible sources of error in the DMT 
we explicitly use the fast Toeplitz matrix multiplication, we review the 
algorithm briefly here. 
Let a = (a,,~~, . .a._,),b = (b,,b,,...,l~,~,) E @". Let C(a) de- 
note the corresponding circulant matrix 
1 an a, *** a,_, 
a n-l a, *.* a n-2 
C(a) = : : ., : . 
\ a1 a2 **f a0 , 
So C(a), = ai_ ., where the subtraction is performed mod n. 
Reca 1 that t i h e convolution of a with b, denoted a * b E C", is defined 
bY 
n-l 
(a*b)i = C ~,_~b~, 
j=O 
where again the index subtraction is performed mod n. Note that 
(a*b)i = (C(a) .bt),. 
It is well known (e.g. [lo]) that convolution can be performed efficiently 
using the FFT. Explicitly, [recall (7)], since 
Z&.(i) = SFT(i)LFT(i), (13) 
then setting c = Cc,, , c, _ I) equal to the vector defined by 
ci = iiFT( i)L,,( i) 
gives [by (8>1 
BFT(n - i) = $(a*b)i. 
If all DFTs are computed using FFTs, then in total, on the order of n log n 
operations are needed to compute the convolution of a and b, or equiva- 
lently, the matrix-vector multiplication C(a) . b. 
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Efficient multiplication of a Toeplitz matrix by a column vector is per- 
formed by reducing it to a suitable matrix-vector product of a related 
circulant matrix. To explain, let x be a vector of length n, and T an n X n 
Toeplitz matrix _ 
T= 
t0 t-1 *** t-(.-l) 
t1 to ... t-(,-2) 
t2 t, *** t-(,-3) 
. 
tn-I t,_, *** t0 
Extend T to a 2n X 2n circulant matrix T’ defined by 
T’ = 
to t,-1 
t-(,-l) t0 
t -(n-2) t-(,-l) 
t,-1 t n-2 
. . . 
t1 to t-1 
. . . 
t2 t1 to 
. . . 
t3 tz t1 
. 
. . 
. . . to t-1 t-2 
. . . 
t-p-1) 
. . . 
t-(,-2) 
. . . 
t-(,-3) 
. . . 
t0 
where S is the appropriate n X n matrix. Then TX is computed by taking the 
first n entries of the product 
(14) 
where 0, of course denotes the zero vector of length n. n 
This is the main computational tool used in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let V be the Vandermonde matrix for the complex points 
Z(), Zl> . . , z,- 1, as described above. Then the product V”f, for f E C” 
corresponding to polynomial evaluation, may be accomplished in O(n log2 n> 
operations. Likewise for the product V f, f E C=“, corresponding to the DMT 
of the sequence f with respect to sample points zo, zl, . . . , z, _ 1. 
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Proof. Let c#Az) = Cy$JfCi)z’, n assumed a power of 2, say n = 2 k. 
We may evaluate 4 at any of the zj, j = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, by the division 
algorithm, because +(z .> = c$(z) 
O(n) for a given zj, t: 
mod z - zj. The division may be done in 
prohibitively expensive. 
ut to proceed this way for all of zj separately is 
Instead we use a familiar divide-and-conquer strat- 
egy, simultaneously reducing the original polynomial modulo each linear 
factor z - zj in k stages, as shown in Figure 2. 
Each downward edge in the tree in Figure 2 represents the reduction of a 
polynomial p(z) modulo another polynomial of form m,(z) = nj E s(z + zj>, 
corresponding to a certain subset S of the evaluation points za, . . , z, _ 1. We 
will refer to m,(z) as the supermodulus of S. The initial input to the 
algorithm is the polynomial c#J(.z>. Its remainder after division by ms, and 
msp is then passed for division to the supermoduli of the next generation, and 
so on. To move down the edges of the tree, we need an algorithm to 
efficiently compute remainders t-s(x), and incidentally q(x), in the division 
algorithm representation 
P(X) = 4(x)ms(x) + f-s(x). 
Note that at each stage, the input p is a remainder from a previous stage and 
has degree d - 1, where d is a power of 2. The precomputed supermodulus 
m, has degree d/Z. Therefore, rs has degree d/2 - 1. 
4(z) mod (z - %a)(~ - 21) . . 4(z) mod (z - z~-s)(z - ZJV-~) 
/\ \ 
4(z) mod (z - 20) d(z)mod(r-zi) ... 4(z) mod (z - ZN-1) 
FIG. 2. Tree for evaluating a polynomial $J( .z) at 12 points. 
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The key point is that in this tree, rs is equivalent mod m, not only to its 
immediate ancestor p, but also to every ancestor of p, all the way back to the 
original polynomial 4. Indeed, p was itself obtained as a remainder modulo 
rnc from its ancestor P, and a look at Figure 2 shows that always S c 5, so 
ms I rnc. Therefore, m, I rs - P. So, upon reaching the leaves of the tree, we 
have actually computed 4(z) modulo the linear factors z - zj as desired. 
To see how to compute the basic reduction steps efficiently, we write the 
division-algorithm representation r = p - qm in matrix form. It is natural to 
split this equation into a high-order and a low-order part, due to the 
vanishing of the higher-order coefficients of r, corresponding to powers 
d/2,. . . , d - 1. The low-order equation involving the nonzero coefficients of 
r looks like 
?-d/2- 1 
r0 
= 
Pd/2-1 
PO 
- 
ml 
0 . . . ..: 0’ m, 
, 
1 \ 
?d/Z- 1 
40 
(15) 
The upper triangular Toeplitz matrix in (15) is composed of the lower-order 
coefficients of the polvnomial m: for future reference we call this matrix M. 
Now, the big ;he :r-order terms of r are zero, so the hi! :h 
I 
\ 
-order eq uation 
reduces to 
‘Pd-l 
Pi,2 
\ 1 
/ 
= 
I 
md/2 0 
. . . . . . 0 \ 
md/2-1 ‘y . . 
0 
ml *.* *** “d/2- 1 md/2, 
qd/2- 1 
90 
(16) 
Since md/s = 1, the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix in (16) is invertible. 
For future reference call this matrix G. 
CLAIM. G is lower triangular Toeplitz with ones on the diagonal. 
Proof. For the proof of the claim it is more convenient to adopt a 
different notation here. Let A be a lower triangular Toeplitz matrix like M, 
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so A = ((a,.)) is an n X n matrix where a,, = 1, aij = 0 if i -j < 0, and 
aij = t (i-j) /or i -j > 0 for some fixed t(l), . . , t(“-‘) E C. A is invertible, 
with (at the very least) lower triangular inverse B = ((bij)), so bij = 0 for 
i - j < 0. It is clear that bii = 1. Let Z denote the n X n identity matrix. We 
show show that for i - j > 0, solution of the set of equations for bij 
determined by I = AB only depends on i - j. 
Let i - j > 0; then 
i-l 
(AB)ij = C aikb,j + ~ij + bij. 
k=j+ 1 
(17) 
Suppose i - j = 1. Then 
( AB),, = njj + bij. 
Thus, if we set ( AB)ij = 0, then bij = -aij = -t(l). Inductively, suppose 
m > 1, and for all i - j < m we have determined sCi -j) such that bij = di -j). 
Then (14) shows that bij only depends on i - j. n 
As G depends only on the evaluation points, it may be precomputed and 
stored. Various algorithms may be used for this task (cf. Section 3.2). 
Proceed by multiplying Equation (16) by G, and inserting the result into 
Equation (15). This gives 
Here Id is the (d/2) X (d/2) identity matrix. 
The Toeplitz matrices A4 and G may be multiplied one after another 
against the vector of coefficients of p in at most O(( d/2) log(d/2)) opera- 
tions, giving this as the cost of a single reduction in a single stage of the 
algorithm. 
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Looking back at the tree of Figure 2, we see that the first stage of the 
algorithm consists of two reductions from order n to order n/2, and hence 
costs 20(Cn/2) log(n/2)). Likewise, the second stage costs 
40((n/4) log(n/4)), etc., for a total of O(n log’ n>. This sequence of 
reductions is then realized as the following sparse-matrix factorization of V ‘: 
where 
Rl, i 
0 
Rk,2 _--_ 
R k,3 
Rk .n-2 
--__-_ 
Rk .n-I 
for M,, i and G,, i denoting the matrices A4 and G defined in (15) and (16) for 
the ith supermodulus in the Zth level of the tree of Figure 2. 
By transposition a sparse factorization of V is thus also obtained. The 
reversal of order obviously does not change the complexity of multiplication; 
each matrix is still block diagonal, with the blocks themselves composed of 
lower triangular Toeplitz subblocks as before. W 
3.2. Zmplementational Zssues and Err-or Analysis 
Potential practical difficulties in implementing the algorithm outlined by 
Lemma 2 can occur in several places. Largely, the algorithm is given as a 
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sequence of (fast) Toeplitz matrix-vector multiplications, computed by the 
method sketched in Lemma 1. Consequently, in investigating the practicality 
of Lemma 2 we need examine the operations of precomputing the matrices 
G,,i and Ml,i (in the notation of Lemma 21, as well as executing the fast 
convolution algorithm. 
Recall that the matrices M,, i are constructed from the coefficients of the 
supermoduli. A potential problem here is that depending on the ordering of 
multiplication of the linear factors .z - zi, the coefficients can grow so large 
(exponentially in the level of the tree) that the supermoduli will not even be 
able to be represented on any reasonable machine [16]. This is in fact a 
crucial consideration and is the subject of much of the next section. 
The size of the coefficients in the supermoduli also plays a role in the 
construction of the G,,,. Each is computed by inverting a certain triangular 
Toeplitz matrix. Indeed, while there are in fact fast algorithms for inverting 
Toeplitz matrices, they seem to be unstable unless the matrix is positive 
definite symmetric [l]. As this step can be viewed as a precomputation, we 
are more interested in accuracy than efficiency. 
Thus, assuming that the problem can be represented (Section 4 shows in 
fact that this is a nontrivial assumption), we find at least two potential sources 
of error in the algorithm: (1) the accuracy of inverting the lower triangular 
Toeplitz matrices by backsolving; (2) the fast convolution via the FFT. 
To conduct an a priori error analysis of these operations we need set 
some notation. For x E C” let 
Furthermore let F denote the machine-dependent constant (the so-called 
“machine precision”) reflecting the rounding performed in floating-point 
arithmetic. On most current workstations E = 10-l” for double-precision 
floating point. Lastly, if a and b are floating-point numbers, then let fl(ab) 
and fl(a + b) denote the approximation to ab and a + b respectively when 
actually computed. Then fl(ab) = ab(1 + E’) and fl(a + b) = (a + b)(l + 
E”), where IE’I, )&“I < E. 
To analyze the computation of the inverse let 
L= 
1 0 0 a** 0 
t1 1 0 ... 0 
t , t1 1 . . . 0 
. 
. . 
t n-l trL-2 t n-3 ..* 1 
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The proof of the Claim within the proof of Lemma 2 shows that L-l is also 
LIT with ones on the diagonal: 
’ 1 0 0 *.a 0 
Sl 1 0 ... 0 
L-1 = s2 Sl 1 *** 0 
. 
. 
S n-l Sv2 s,_3 .a* 1 
To compute L-l from L it is enough to use the orthogonality of the first 
column of L with rows two through n of L- ‘. This gives the following set of 
equations: 
Sl t1, 
Sltl + Sz 
= -_t 
27 
sltz + sztl + s3 t3, 
sltr_l + s2tr_z + S3t,_3 + s, *.* +S,_ltl + = -t,. 
(18) 
The equations (18) can be solved directly by backsolving-that is, first 
finding sr and then s2 and so forth. For such a procedure Wilkinson [23, pp. 
lOO-1011 provides a thorough analysis to obtain a priori error bounds for this 
procedure. The appropriate modification for our purposes is the result below; 
basically it shows that the matrices G in the fast DMT algorithm may be 
reliably computed if the entries of the matrices M can be kept small. 
THEOREM 1. Let s = (1, sl,. . . , s,,_ 1> be as in (18). Let fl(s) denote 
the approximation to s determined by actual backsolving the equations of 
(18). Then 
where t(“x ‘) is as defined in (23) below. 
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Proof. Let fl(s,) denote the approximation to the exact quantity s, when 
the latter quantity is actually computed by backsolving in floating-point 
arithmetic. Then we have 
fl(s,) = -tr(I + &1), 
where 
and for r > 1 [23, pp. lOO-1011. 
1 + E. (19) 
(20) 
fl( sl-) = -slt,_,( 1 + E,,,) - sat,_,(l + E,.J - *.. 
where 
IEr,il < (r + 2 - i)& and IS,] < E. (22) 
Define s,, = t, = 1. Let s(O) = (1) E @I, and for r > 1, s(‘) = 
(1, sr, , s,.) E Cr+ ‘. We are interested in 
where fl(s(‘)) = (fl(l), fl(s > . . . ) Ns,)). 
Ultimately, all computfaiions are performed as arithmetic on sequences, 
rather than actual matrix multiplications (cf. Section 3.1). It is for this reason 
that we are interested in the relative error encountered in computing the 
vector scn-‘) as opposed to that in computing the matrix L-l. 
Iterative application of (19), (20) and (21) combined with repeated use of 
the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality gives the following sequence of equalities 
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and inequalities: 
n-1 
= &o” + S,“&1” + c ( ~(~-~),(tr~,,t,_1E,,1,t,-zE,,,,...,tlE,,,_,))~ 
r==2 
n-1 
Q II SC”- 1) II2 8’ + c ~~t(2,‘)JJ2))E(2,‘)))2 ,
P-=2 
where 
(23) 
and 
,971 = (& E:,l,. . . > E;,r-1). 
Using (22), we obtain 
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and thus 
)I,-) - fl(&‘))l12 ~((~(~-~)ll~llE(~,~-~)(l~‘~ 1 + n&(2~‘)/,2 
r=2 
\i 
n-l 
< lls(“-q2n5’4& 1 + c llt(2,‘)I12 . n 
r=2 
This shows that the relative error in computing the sequence s may be 
reduced if the size of the ti can be kept small. 
After inverting the lower triangular Toeplitz matrix, we will apply it 
against the input vector as described in Lemma 1. We would like to show 
that, assuming reliable input to this algorithm, we can expect reasonable 
output. 
For this, we use notation introduced in [8] to facilitate error analysis for 
application of a sequence of linear operators. For any algorithm A with input 
X, let A 0 x represent the result of the floating-point application of A to x [as 
opposed to fl( AX)]. 
For a, b E C", let %'(a, b) denote akb computed by the method de- 
scribed in Lemma 1. Then we are interested in 
Ilgo(a,b) - g(a,b)Il,. (24 
Let fia) denote the vector (i,(O), . . . , i&n - 1)) computed by means 
of the FFT. We will omit the subscript FT for the remainder of this section. 
Note that Y and P-l are both linear and isometrics with respect to I] * 112. 
We will need to use existing analyses of floating-point error for the FFT 
and its inverse. Ramos [19] shows that for the 2 d-dimensional radix-2 FFT F, 
there exists a constant K such that 
IlsToa - Fall2 < EK log, d]]a]l2. (25) 
The constant K depends on the accuracy of evaluation of the necessary 
trigonometric functions for a given size problem. Ramos lists examples where 
it varies in the range 8-25. The same bound will hold for .P-‘. 
Combining the fact that 9 is an isometry with (25) implies 
llFoall2 < IlFoa - Fall2 + ll~all2 
G SK log2 dIalI + llall2 
f (1 + EK log, d)llall2. (26) 
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To bound (24) we decompose fast convolution into its component parts as 
described in Lemma 1. Thus we see that 
C(a,b) =F’( M(fla),F(b))), (27) 
where for two sequences a, b of length n, M(a, b) denotes the sequence 
formed by pointwise multiplication. Note that 
and thus 
II M o(a,b) II2 < (1 + E)llallz * llbllz (29) 
THEOREM 2. Let ‘iiF(a, b) denote the convolution of sequences a and b 
computed as in (27). Zf a and b are each of length 2d, then 
IPo(a,b) - g(a,b)ll 2 G e( K log, d)3 * llall~llbll~ + O( 8”) 
Proof. Thus, we have 
II g 0 (a, b) - e(a, b) IL 
=Il~l o( M o(Fo(a),Fo(b))) -F1( M o(Fo(a),Fo(b))) 
+F1( M o(Fo(a),Fo(b))) --F1( M(Fo(a),Fo(b))) 
+S”-‘( M(Fo(a),Fo(b))) -F’( M(qa), oSr(b))) 
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In order to obtain the bound we treat each of these terms on the right in 
turn. Keep in mind (25), (261, (281, and (29). We take the last term first: 
Il~‘(M(@a),~~(b))) -~%w%wT4))Il2 
= P-v W~a)LWb)) - (M(Sr(aMTb))) II2 
=IIM(qa),Fo(b) -9(b))IL 
f IF(a) 112 *II90 (b) - fib) 112 
< EK log, d * Ilall~llbll~. 
Similarly, we bound the second to last term: 
IkYw-+4~~~(b))) -~‘(M(~(a),~o(b)))Il, 
=!~l(~(~o(a)T~o(b)) - M(~a)T~o(b))Ill, 
=iIM(F”(a) -~(a),~c~(b))h 
G IlFo(a> - fla) I1211~~(b)ll~ 
G ( EK log, d. Ilallz)( 1 + EK log, d)llbll2 
G EK log, d . llall~llbll~ + O( e”). 
Now for the second term: 
Il~1(Mo(~o(a),S7”(b))) -~‘(M(~~(a),~~(b)))II, 
=Il~‘(M~(~~(a),~~(b)) - M(~o(a),~o(b)))ll, 
=II~~(~~(a>,~~(b)) - M(~o(a)~~o(b))l12 
G 41 ~(~c~(a)~go(b)) IL 
G 4l~o(a) 112 .I190 (b) IL 
< c( 1 + LT) K log, d * Ilallz( 1 + 8) K log, d. llbllz 
< E( K log, d)“llall~llbll~ + O( e”). 
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Finally, we bound the first term: 
< EK log, d~I~M~(~~(a),~~(b))II, 
G E( K log, d)(l + E)( K log, d)ll&(l + c)( K log, d)llbllz + O( 8”) 
G c( K log, ~)311&llbll~ + O(E~) 
Combining terms gives the lemma. n 
Thus, the accuracy in fast convolution depends (a priori) on the size of 
the sequences being convolved. 
4. ACHIEVING STABILITY 
In Section 3.2 we pointed out that problems in implementation of the fast 
multiple-point evaluation (and thus, the fast DMT) can potentially occur in: 
(1) construction of the Toeplitz matrices from the supermoduli; (2) inversion 
of the various lower triangular Toeplitz matrices; (3) fast convolution. 
It is clear that to overcome (1) we need to control coefficient growth in 
the supermoduli. Similarly, the analysis of Theorem 1 indicates that avoiding 
(2) also will depend on keeping the coefficients of the supermoduli small. As 
for (31, Theorem 2 indicates that we would hope that the entries of the 
inverted Toeplitz matrices remain small as well. 
In the following, we show that direct implementation of the fast algorithm 
explicated in Lemma 2 is highly unreliable for even small problems (by the 
size of a problem we mean the number of sample points). This cannot even 
be overcome by precomputing the inverses in high precision. The main 
difficulty appears to be the size of the matrix entries determined by direct 
implementation. In Section 4.2 we provide a remedy and in Section 4.3 show 
experimentally its efficacy for the uniform-grid Chebyshev points. The method 
of stabilizing the computation involves augmenting the set of sample points in 
some judicious manner. 
In spite of the increase in sample set, we show in Section 4.4 that even for 
rather small problem sizes the implementation of the fast DChT is not only 
fairly reliable, but faster than an implementation of the often used Homer’s 
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rule. This is a nontrivial fact. It has been pointed out [14, p. 4861 that for a 
general polynomial and set of evaluation points the amount of overhead 
required for the fast N-point evaluation can make the algorithm slower than 
a good O( N 2> implementation unless N is quite large. It has also been noted 
[17] that for large N th e algorithm tends to be unstable for a general set of 
evaluation points. 
We close in Section 4.5 by giving a similar analysis for the MRI points. 
4.1. Naive Implementation 
Recall that the supermoduli in the fast evaluation and DMT algorithms 
are formed from the products of polynomials nj E s( z - zj>, corresponding 
to nested increasing subsets S of the evaluation points .zO, . . , z,_ i. (See 
Figure 2.) The initial supermoduli are simply the monomials (z - z,>, (z - 
z,>, . ,(z - 5,-l ). The next set are the polynomials (z - z&z - .z,>, (z - 
se)(z -z=,>, .,(z - z,_~)(z - z,_~), etc., and the level just below the 
root consists of the polynomials nJ,‘g- i( z - zi> and llyIJ,,( .Z - zj>. 
The supermoduli constructed in this fashion depend on the ordering of 
the evaluation points. As the computation of the supermoduli moves up the 
tree (Figure 21, their coefficients may grow exponentially fast [16]. Again, for 
simply representing the problem (the matrices M,, i>, as well as for computing 
the inverses (the G,, i>, we should like to keep these coefficients small. 
As an indication of the numerical stability, brief experiments were carried 
out using the MathematicaO package on a DEC 5000 workstation. To display 
our results it is useful to introduce some notation: For given floating-point 
input f, let Ch’$)(D denote f,,,,,(j) 5omputed to exactly P digits of accuracy. 
Similarly, let FChT$$P$f) denote fcheb(j) computed by the fast DMT of 
Lemma 2, computing the inverses GI,i by backsolving with PI digits of 
precision and computing the required fast convolutions (as in Lemma 1) with 
PA digits of precision. _ _ 
Both operators were implemented in Mathematics. De 
tive error (RE) to be 
RE Pip,,P,(f3j = 
Ch$!’ . f - FChT$$,, . f 
Ch’B’ * f 
‘fine the jth rela- 
(30) 
where the subscript PI PI I PA indicates the levels of precision used to compute 
Ch(p) and FChT$!lPA. Because there are three different precision parameters 
for a given computation, we will use the notation PI PII PA to indicate the 
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precision used for a specific computation. Similarly, define the maximum 
relative error (MRE) to be 
Note that the MRE will be at most the relative error in the output as 
computed using the L” norm. 
We ran a simple test in which a pseudorandom data vector f with zero 
mean and standard deviation 1 was generated using the NormalDis t ribu- 
t ion. m package in Mathematics. As shown in Table 1, the reliability is poor 
even when the matrices G,, i for the FChT are computed using a large PI. 
Furthermore, the N = 64 problem remains numerically unstable even when 
PA = PI = 256. Note that when PA is held constant at 16, the MRE does not 
improve as PI is increased; thus, even precomputing the matrix inversions 
using large PI is not helpful. 
4.2. Factor-C Symmetric Augmentations 
In this section we present a technique, symmetry augmentation, which 
has proved useful in allowing an effective implementation of a slight variant 
of the fast DMT for both the uniform-grid Chebyshev point and the MRI 
points. The “stabilized’ algorithm is effective in the sense that: 
(a) the theoretical complexity of the implementation is the same as that of 
Lemma 2; 
(b) the breakeven point at which the implementation is faster than direct 
computation is small, and the advantage in using the implementation grows 
steadily with the problem size; 
(c) the implementation is numerically stable. 
TABLE 1 
MAXIMUM RELATIVE ERRORS FOR VARIOUS PI PI 1 PA FOR FAST DChT 
N PlP,IP* MRE PlP,lP, MRE 
16 16132132 z 10-12 16116116 z 10-11 
32 16116116 z 10-3 - - 
32 16132132 z 10-S 16132116 a 10-S 
32 16164164 z 10-G 16164116 z 10-S 
32 161128)128 z 10-C 16(128(16 z 10-S 
32 1612561256 z lo-” 161256116 zz 10-Z 
64 1612561256 = 10s 161256116 - 
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The paradigm from which we derive our heuristic is the FFT. This family 
of algorithms satisfies requirements (a), (b), and (c) above for computing a 
DMT at the set of sample points equal to the Nth roots of unity (for some 
fixed N). To motivate our ideas it is useful to examine the FFT from the 
perspective of th e implementational issues raised in Section 3. In fact, for 
these sample points taken with a particular ordering (“bit reversed’; cf. 
below) the algorithm of Section 3 does give a version of the FFT. The matrix 
factorization approach to the FFT is well known. See for example [19], [lo], 
and [22] and the references contained therein. 
Let ei = 27rj/N, so that X = (exp(ie,), . . . , exp(i&i>} is the set of 
sample points for the FFT. Then the success of the FFT [with respect to 
requirements (a), (b) and (c)] may be seen as deriving from the fact that the 
points in _?- may be ordered in such a way that the supermoduli formed 
remain small and sparse. This ordering is the bit-reversed ordering. 
To explain, let us assume that N = 2”. Then the set of indices 
(0, 1, . . ,2” - 1) is in natural one-to-one correspondence with the set of 
binary strings of length n on taking the associated binary expansions. For j 
with 0 <j < 2” let the bit reversal BR(j) of j denote the unique integer 
0 < BR(j) < 2” such that the binary string of BR(j) is the complement of 
that of j. If (wa,u)i, . , IL+,_ 1> is any sequence of length N, then the 
bit-reversed sequence BR(u;,, . . , w+~> = (v,, . , uNpl) is defined by 
uBa(j) = wj. 
Thus, let (z,, .zi, . , zN- 1> = BR(exp(f&), exp(0,), . . , exp(8,_ ,>I. In 
this bit-reversed ordering, the Nth roots of unity have the beautiful property 
that the supermoduli are always of the form z k - exp(i tj> for some k and j 
depending on the position in the tree. 
From the point of view of coefficient growth (for sample points on the 
unit circle) this is optimal: coefficients never exceed 1 in absolute value. 
Furthermore, from the point of view of complexity these points are most 
excellent: the fact that the supermoduli always have only two nonzero 
coefficients allows the complete evaluation to be done in O(N log N) 
operations. 
We should like to point out that bit reversal of the angular ordered 
sequence of Nth roots of unity is crucial. A 32-point FFT by means of our C 
implementation of the fast DMT is highly unstable for angular ordering of 
the sample points. 
In light of this, we have been working with a heuristic method for 
augmenting and ordering nonuniform sample sets, such as those used in the 
FChT or for the MRI applications discussed in Section 2, so that a more 
nearly equiangular set is obtained without prohibitively increasing its size. Let 
U be a sequence of points (z,, . . , z,_~ ) on the unit circle, and assume that 
n = 2’. Define a new sequence, the @rotation of U, U, := ( . , eie. zk, . ). 
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The factor-2 symmetric augmentation of U, denoted U@), is defined by 
concatenating the sequences U and U,, reordering the sequence so that it is 
increasing in angle, and then applying bit reversal to this reordered concate- 
nation. 
We refer to this transformation as a factor-2 symmetric augmentation 
because the new sequence U(‘) contains each point zk from U as well as the 
corresponding antipodal point -zk. By restricting C to positive integral 
powers of 2, we now recursively define the factor-C symmetric augmentation 
sequence, UC’), by 
u(C) = 
U(Z) if C=2, 
BR(Sort( U (‘P) * U3(:5?)) otherwise. (31) 
In (31) the dot represents concatenation of sequences, and Sort applied to a 
sequence of points on the unit circle sorts them in angularly increasing order. 
When a factor-C augmentation is applied to a set of sample points for 
some DMT, the actual problem size is increased by a factor of C, but the 
effective problem size remains the same. To compare timing and stability data 
on the fast DMT over an augmented sequence of points with naive imple- 
mentation of direct computation (simple summation), the effective problem 
size is used, but the actual problem size may vary for a given effective 
problem size. For clarity, we will use the notation N/N, to define the 
problem size for an augmented computation, where N is the effective, or 
original, problem size, and Nc = NC is the actual problem size. 
4.3 Stability Improvements for the fast DMT at the Uniform-Grid 
Chebyshev Points 
Recall (cf. Section 2.3) that the uniform-grid Chebyshev points for the 
DChT were defined to be the sequence of unit circle points S = 
(20,. . , z,_~) where zk = exp(iOk) for Ok = arccos(1 - 2k/N), k = 
1,2 ,..., 2N. 
The uniform-grid Chebyshev points are all in the upper half plane. In 
Figure 3, we display the factor-2 and factor-4 symmetric augmentations for 
the 32-point DChT problem. Note that after the factor-2 augmentation each 
point and its antipode appear, but the spacing between points is much 
smaller near the imaginary axes than it is near the real axes, i.e., the sampling 
rate is larger near the real axes than near the imaginary axes. Increasing to a 
factor-4 augmentation results in a more nearly equiangular spacing between 
points; the rr/2 rotation of points lessens the disparity in spacing between the 
points near the real and imaginary axes. 
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FIG. 3. Factor-2 and factor-4 augmentation for the size-32 uniform-grid 
Chebyshev point set. 
We should like to first examine the effect of symmetric augmentation on 
the size of the supermoduli. Reiterating the initial remarks of Section 4.2, if 
the augmentation had resulted in “uniform sampling” on the circle, then the 
supermoduli constructed would always have only two nonzero coefficients. 
However, factor-2 augmentation only guarantees that the supermoduli of 
degree 2 have no cross terms. Bit reversal gives us a new sequence of points 
(zO, z,, . . , .z,_~) in which Z.2k-r = -ZZk. Similarly, in general, for a factor- 
C augmentation, the (log C + 21th level is the first level of the supermodulus 
tree at which complete cancellation of cross terms is not forced. The hope is 
that for given sample points, at higher levels in the tree, the degree-O 
coefficients of paired polynomials nearly cancel each other out, resulting in 
slower growth of the supermodulus coefficients as the computation moves up 
the tree. For example, for a factor-2 symmetric augmentation, at the third 
level of the supermodulus tree, 
where (hopefully) 6, = eY + r for all of the paired polynomials. 
For the uniform-grid Chebyshev points this seems true. The near-cancel- 
lation of the cross terms in paired polynomials compares well with the case of 
the FFT, where complete cancellation of cross terms occurs in all paired 
polynomials. As displayed in Figure 4, as C increases, the magnitude of the 
first nonzero cross term decreases, indicating potentially slower coefficient 
growth and hence greater numerical stability-at least for the matrix inver- 
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1.25 
20 40 60 80 100 120 
FIG. 4. First potentially nonzero cross term in a supermodulus for N = 256 and 
C = 1,2,4,8. The horizontal axis indexes the 128 polynomials-each with a single 
cross term. The vertical axis measures the cross term. 
sion step in Lemma 2. In fact this is the case. The left column of Figure 5 
plots the coefficients of the uppermost four or eight supermoduli for the 
stated problem sizes. The y-axis indexes the supermoduli, while the x-axis 
indexes their coefficients and the z-axis records the value. Note that as the 
problem size grows, higher augmentations may be necessary to maintain slow 
growth. One can summarize the result indicated by the left column of Figure 
5 by saying that symmetric augmentation yields slow growth in ((AI,, illm, 
where (( * (lrn denotes the sup norm over the entries. 
Even though symmetric augmentation keeps the (IM,,ill, small, there 
seems to be no a priori reason that the llGl, illm should become small as well. 
Naive bounds based on the equations (18) only show that the growth of 
IIGl, iIIm is at worst on the order of It;\. However, in fact, symmetric 
augmentation does result in relatively small ((G1,i((,. The right column of 
Figure 5 shows that for the indicated problem sizes, and at the same point in 
the computation as on the left side, IlG,, iJJm is at worst of the same order as 
the already small 1) M,, i JJCO. 
Finally, the results indicated by Figure 5 suggest (via Theorem 2) that the 
fast DChT computed via Lemma 3 should be much more reliable than the 
direct implementation tested and briefly examined in Section 4.1. That is, the 
fast algorithm will proceed by repeated convolutions against sequences formed 
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FIG. 5. 1 M,, i I (left column) and IG,, i 1 (right column) for either level 3 or level 4 
of the tree. Row 1: level 3, N/N,=, = 128/256; row 2: level 3, N/N,=, = 128/512; 
row 3: level 4, N/N,=, = lK/4K; row 4: level 4, N/N, = 8 = lK/8K. 
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by taking the first columns of the matrices M,, i and G,, i. Theorem 2 
indicates that if these sequences have small L” norm, then the resulting 
convolutions should be reliable. As a preliminary test we performed the same 
experiment as for Table 1, working with fairly small problem sizes and 
generating a single random vector and applying the algorithm in Mathematics 
as explained in Section 4.1. The results are summarized in Table 2. 
To compare Tables 1 and 2, observe that a factor-2 augmentation in- 
creases the numerically stable, 16(16116-precision problem size to N/N, = 
64/128, an increase in the effective problem size by a factor of approximately 
4 over the nonaugmented case. The accuracy for 128/256 may even be 
acceptable for some applications. 
At the problem size 256/512, Table 2 shows that while high precision 
(128 digits) allows reasonable inversion, it is still not enough to compute the 
convolutions at low precision. It is natural to then try further symmetric 
augmentation. 
We reiterate that for these very small problem sizes extensive testing is 
not so relevant, since (cf. Section 4.3) for these problems implementation of 
the asymptotically slower, often used Homer’s rule is actually faster. 
The augmentation process for C > 4 appears to have the effect of not 
only enhancing the numerical stability but also distributing the relative errors 
fairly evenly over the transforms. This is dramatically illustrated in Figure 6 
for N = 256 when C = 2 and C = 4 for a randomly generated data vector. 
Each of the four figures in Figure 6 show either an entire relative-error 
vector or [in the case of (b)] a subset of one. Figure 6(a) shows the C = 2 
computation when the masks are computed at PI = 128 and PA = 16. The 
relative errors are huge for the projections onto the Chebyshev polynomials 
between T1sO and T,,,, but as shown in Figure 6(b), the relative errors over 
I’, through T,, are on the order of 10m5. Similarly, when P, = PA = 128, the 
relative errors are concentrated around Ti,s and Tsa [Figure 6(c)]. Figure 
6(d) shows the relative errors for C = 4 and precision 16116116. Not only are 
the relative errors several orders of magnitude smaller, but they are more 
evenly spread out over the entire set of projections. 
TABLE 2 
MRE FOR VARIOUS PI PI 1 PA AFTER SYMMETRIC AUGMEKTATIOTU’ 
N/N, = 2 PlP,lP* MRE 
32/64 16116116 = 10-l” 
64/128 16116116 z 10-11 
128/256 16116116 f 10-5 
256/512 161128116 = lo9 
256/512 1611281128 z 10-6 
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Fro. 6. Relative-error vectors for an augmented uniform-grid Chebyshev point 
(N = 256). (b) shows in greater detail the first 128 transforms of (a). 
As we show in Section 4.4, for the problem sizes N/N,=, = 256/1K and 
N/N,=, = 512/2K our implementation of the fast DChT is faster than 
Homer’s rule. Thus, for these problem sizes we have performed extensive 
experimentation. We tested the relative errors more thoroughly by running 
30 trials at these problem sizes. Figure 7 displays the means of relative error 
vectors with error bars given by the associated standard deviations. 
In Figure 7 (top), one can see that most of the relative errors for 
N/N,_, = 256/1K have means on the order of = lOPi2 and standard 
deviations of = 10Pil, with the larger deviations being spread out over the 
entire range of polynomials. However, for N/N,= 4 = 512/2K, the errors are 
concentrated in the higher-order polynomials (bottom). In either case the 
accuracy for a computation performed at such precision is impressive. Under 
magnification, the relative errors for the projections onto the first 256 
polynomials for N = 512 are about the same as those in the N = 256 
computation. As noted above, this phenomenon of the errors being concen- 
trated in the larger polynomials also occurred for the case N/N,, 2 = 
256/512 using PA = 16 [Figure 6(a) and (b)]. This has yet to be investigated, 
but if the cause of this phenomenon can be isolated and resolved, then it may 
be possible to solve larger problems for a fixed factor-C augmentation. 
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FIG. 7. Mean relative-error vectors for 
normal input with mean 0, standard deviation 
N/N,,, = 512/2K. PIP,IP, = 16116116. 
30 trials of fast DChTs on random 
1. Top: N/N,=, = 256/l K; bottom: 
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4.4. Complexity of Augmented Algorithms 
We have seen some evidence in the previous section that for useful 
problem sizes, numerical stability can be improved by using a factor-C 
augmentation, which increases the actual problem size N by a factor of C. 
We now consider the effect of this on the performance of the algorithm. 
Because the complexity of the fast DChT is O( N log’ N ), multiplying the 
problem size by C would suggest that the time complexity increases by a 
factor greater than C: 
This turns out to be pessimistic, as it is possible to exploit some structural 
properties resulting from the factor-C augmentation to reduce the increase in 
complexity to less than linear. 
THEOREM 3. Let U be a subset of the unit circle of a power of 2. Then 
the complexity of the fast DMT over UC’) will be less than C times that of the 
fast DMT over U. 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2, we instead consider the transposed 
problem of polynomial evaluation. So let N = 2’ be the number of coeffi- 
cients of data in the original problem. Because this number remains the same 
after augmentation, computations in the supermodulus tree (Figure 2) need 
only be carried out at nodes containing supermoduli with degree less than or 
equal to N/2, the divisions by higher-degree supermoduli being trivial. 
Hence, the number of relevant levels in the supermodulus tree of the 
augmented problem is the same as the number of levels in the supermodulus 
tree of the original problem, but each level has C times as many nodes. This 
permits the augmented computation to be cast as a computation on C trees, 
where each tree is the same size as the supermoduli tree in the original 
problem. Thus, the complexity has been increased by at most a factor C. 
The factor is actually less than C, as seen from a consideration of some 
additional structure found in the associated matrices M and G (cf. Lemma 
2). More specifically, note that when UC’) is used to compute a supermodu- 
lus tree, the matrices M and G with dimensions at least C exhibit zero bands 
of width at least C - 1. This is due to the cancellations of cross terms in the 
lowest-level supermoduli. In particular, these banded matrices occur at levels 
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> log C + 1. Suppose such a level has matrices of dimension D X D. 
Letting k = D/C, the upper triangular Toeplitz matrices M look like 
I 
m. 
0 
0 . . . 0 ml 
. . . 
mk o 
. 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 0' 
d 
mk 
ml 
0 
0 
mc 
with bands of C - 1 zeros following each mi. This matrix may be decom- 
posed as 
= PtBP, 
where 
‘?I 
0 
,d 
0 
ml 
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has C blocks, and the permutation matrix P maps 
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‘x1 \ 
x2 
x3 
Xl 
XliC 
Xl+(k-1)C 
x2 
x2+c 
xc 
x2c 
\“N/ xkC 
The complexity of fast Toeplitz matrix multiplication is Kk log k + O(k) for 
a k x k matrix, where K is a universal constant. As each of the k X k blocks 
in B is upper Toeplitz, the multiplication BPx can be accomplished in 
C - Kklog k + O(k) = KiV log(N/C) + O(N) operations. A similar factor- 
ization exists for the matrices G. Therefore, the application of the matrices M 
and G at nodes in the augmented problem can be computed faster than the 
corresponding nodes in the original problem. The time complexity for the 
augmented problem is C * K[n log(n/2C) + n log(n/4C) + .** )I + O(n) 
= C * Kn[log2 n - (log C)] + O(n). The ratio of the time complexity for the 
augmented problem to that of the original problem is thus approximately 
CD - (log C>/(log NH. n 
Another structural property which may be used for speeding up the 
computation is spelled out in the following 
DEFINITION. Let U be a sequence of points on the unit circle, IUl = 2’, 
r integer > 2, sorted by angular order and indexed by the integers 
0, 1, . ,2’ - 1. We say that U is odd/euen conjugate if U has the following 
properties: 
(1) U is symmetric about the real axis; 
(2) U contains each of the points 1 and - 1 an even number of times. 
We note that if U is an odd/even conjugate sequence, then zk E U, 
implies Xk E U, and if zk is indexed by an even (odd) number, then ?k is 
indexed by an odd (even) number. 
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We next show that sample sets which are odd/even conjugate sequences 
can reduce the actual computation time for some DMTs. In particular, this 
will turn out to apply to the case of factor-C-augmented Chebyshev trans- 
forms for C > 4. 
LEMMA 3. Let f be a real sequence of points. Let u be an odd/even 
conjugate sequence. Then the product V(U) * ft (where V(U) denotes the 
corresponding Vandermonde matrix on U and we naturally identify f with a 
row vector) can be computed by traversing only one of the two major 
subtrees of the super-modulus tree created from U. <Cf. Lemma 2.) 
Proof. As usual, we phrase this in terms of the corresponding multiple- 
point polynomial evaluation problem. Let p(z) be the polynomial with 
coefficients given by f. Let IUl = N, and assume that U is sorted by angular 
order and indexed by 0, 1, . . . , N - 1. Applying the bit-reversal permutation 
to U reorders the sequence so that the first N/2 elements are indexed by 
even numbers, and the remaining N/2 elements are indexed by odd num- 
bers. Then for the supermodulus tree created from the sequence U, the 
moduli in the left major subtree are computed exclusively from originally 
even-indexed elements; similarly, the moduli in the right major subtree are 
computed exclusively from odd-indexed elements. By Lemma 1, either 
subtree contains precisely one of each pair zk, Z,, k = 0, 1, . . . , (N/2) - 1. 
Note that for a complex conjugate pair zk and Zk, 
R(P(Q)) = S(P(%)) and PM = P(G). 
Consequently, up to order and conjugacy, the computations on the two major 
subtrees are the same, so only one need be computed. In particular, if we are 
only interested in the real parts of the evaluation-or equivalently, in the real 
parts of the transform-(as is the case for the DChT, cf. Section 2.3), then 
we need only compute on a single major subtree. n 
This is applicable to many of our augmented algorithms by the following. 
THEOREM 4. Let S be the sequence of uniform-grid Chebyshev points 
zk = eiek, 0, = arccos(1 - 2k/N), k = 1,2,. . . ,2N, with N = 2’, r 2 1. 
Then for C > 4, S(‘) is an odd/even conjugate sequence. 
Proof. We show that these sequences have the real axis as a symmetry 
axis [property (01, and that they all contain each of - I,1 with multiplicity 
two [property (211. Th’ is is simple enough for C = 4; by definition of S, for 
every zk E S, its reflection in the imaginary axis, -Zk, is also in S, with the 
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exception of 1, the reflection of - 1. Clearly, the factor-2 augmentation S@) 
is symmetric about the real axis. Since S \ { - 1) is symmetric about the 
positive imaginary axis, S@) must be symmetric about the entire imaginary 
axis. Thus the sequence S$a formed by rotating Sc2) by 1r/2 must be 
symmetric about the real axis. S c4) is generated from two sequences Sc2) and 
SFj2 which are symmetric about the real axis, and is therefore itself symmet- 
ric about the real axis, which proves property (1) of Definition 1. To prove 
property (2) for Sc4), note that S(‘) contains the points 1, - 1, i, -i. Then 
Sc;2 contains the points 1, - 1, and therefore Sc4) contains an even number, 
namely 2, of each of the points 1 and - 1. 
We now show inductively that for C > 4, S(‘) has property (1). In fact, 
we show the stronger symmetry property that S(‘) has C axes of symmetry 
consisting of the lines through the origin which join the antipodal pairs of 
2Cth roots of unity. In particular, it is easy to show that Sc4) has the required 
additional symmetry w.r.t. the diagonal axes, i.e., the axes formed by the line 
through the pairs of points {eirrj4, ei5”14) and {ei3T/4, ei7r/4}. The general 
induction step requires a similar unspectacular geometric argument, and we 
now give it briefly. We must show that S(‘) has axes of symmetry formed by 
the set of lines through the pairs of antipodal 2Cth roots of unity. By the 
induction assumption, S (‘i2) is symmetric with respect to the axes through 
the Cth roots of unity and clearly, S2r,c (‘/‘) also enjoys this symmetry. It 
remains to be shown that SC) IS symmetric w.r.t. the 2Cth roots of unity 
which are not also Cth roots of unity. For a given one of these, say 
5 21+1 = exp[i(21 + 1)2g/2C], and an arbitrary point z E S(‘), we must 
show that Z, its reflection in the axis defined by Czl+ i, remains in 58’). 
The Cth roots of unity closest to jzl+ 1 are the points exp(iZ 27r/C> and 
exp[i(Z + I)27r/C]. Without loss of generality we may assume that .z is 
angularly displaced from exp[i(Z + 1)2rr/C] by a positive angle 8, i.e., 
z = exp[i(Z + 1) 27r/C] exp(i0). We wish to show that SC) contains the 
point z’ = exp[i(Z)2n/C]exp(-if3). 
Either z E S(c/2) or z E S,,/, (‘/‘) Consider first the case that z E S(c/2). 
Since S(“‘) is symmetric with respect to the axis through exp(iZ err/C); then 
exp[i(Z - 1)277/C]exp(-iB) E S (‘/‘) But this implies that S~~~~ contains 
exp(i 2m/C)exp[i(Z - 1)27r/C]exp(-iB) = z’ E S(‘). 
Otherwise, z E S2”?s/:c. For this, note that exp(-i 23r/C) z is in S(c/2). 
Since S(c/2) is symmetric with respect to the axis through exp(i(Z - 1) 27r/C), 
it must be that exp[ i(Z - 1) 27r/C] exp( - i 0) E S(‘/‘), and hence Z E A’(‘). 
To prove that S (‘I has property (21, first note that by the definition of S, 
all its elements have real parts which are rational numbers in [ - 1, I], and so 
by symmetry all the real parts of points in S(‘) are rational. Likewise, the 
rotated sequence SC) is composed of points with rational imaginary parts. 
Hence, either the real part or the imaginary part of all elements in Sc4) is 
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rational. In particular, Sc4) can have no point with argument at any multiple 
of 7r/4. One can see the idea of the proof by noting that this forces the 
sequence S(s) to have each of the points 1, - 1 with multiplicity 2. Indeed, 
the only way it could have more is for them to be introduced in SFJh, but by 
the preceding, there are no points in S c4) which rotate by rr/4 onto the real 
axis. 
In order to show property (2) ’ m g eneral, note that the points in S(‘) are 
all obtained by rotating Sc4) by 
7-r 9r 37-r 27r (C/4 - 1)2Tr 
0 = 0, -$ > s > s > . , 7 > 
c ’ 
which are the first C/4 C th roots of unity. Indeed, up to order, we have the 
equality of sequences 
p = 94) . Sgu4) 
~(16) = s(S) . ~$3~ = 94) . 94) 
77/4 
* SqS . S&S > 
$32) = 916) . s;;,,, = 94) . 94) 
71/4 
. S$S * sg,S 
* s$, . sg& . syJ,16. sq16. 
Since Sc4) is symmetric w.r.t. the real, imaginary, and diagonal axes, we 
need only show that there are no elements in Sc4) at the first C/S Cth roots 
of unity, with the exception of the root at 0 = 0. By using the trignometric 
identities 
e i + cam e e i - cos e 
co? - = 
2 2 ’ 
sin” - = 
2 2 
and letting f3 = /m/4, one can show that cos(/rr/8), sin(/7r/8) are irrational. 
From this, one applies the identities again to show that cos(l7r/16) and 
sin(lrr/l6) are irrational. Continuing in this vein shows that cos(Z 27r/C) and 
sin(l 277/C), 1 = 1,2,. . , C/8 - 1, are irrational. Since either the real or 
imaginary part of all elements in S c4) is rational, Sc4) does not contain these 
roots of unity, and therefore S (‘1 has two elements each at 1 and - 1, 
proving property (2). Therefore, S cc) is an odd/even conjugate sequence. w 
Traversing only one subtree cuts the actual computation time in half, 
which in any actual implementation can be critical, even though it has no 
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effect on the theoretical order of the computation. By Theorem 2 and 
Corollary 2 of Lemma 1, the fast Chebyshev transform on a sequence of 
points augmented by a factor 4 needs to traverse only one major subtree. If 
both subtrees are traversed, the first problem size which can be computed 
faster in real time than the naive algorithm is N/NcZZ = lK/4K, whereas 
when only one subtree is traversed the 256/1K problem is faster than the 
naive. On replacing the points i, -i E S@) with the points 1, - 1, the new 
sequence S(‘) ’ is odd/even conjugate, and the fast Chebyshev transform can 
be computed over S (‘) b first computing over P’ y and then performing a 
separate projection over Zk = ein/2. Then the 128/256 problem can also be 
computed faster than the naive. Figure 8 graphs the speed of the fast 
Chebyshev algorithm relative to the naive Horner’s-rule implementation. 
Note that at lK/4K, the fast algorithm runs in only 35% of the naive 
implementation time. Although we have not implemented a factor-8 augmen- 
tation, we have stably inverted the polynomials at N/Nc,, = 8K/64K using 
16116116 precision and have added the projected running times to the graph. 
Based on the data from factor-e, -4, and -8 augmentations, it appears that 
each doubling of C results in an increase of the effective stable computation 
size by a factor of 8. As N continues to increase, we suspect that there is a 
factor-C augmentation which is stable at a fixed precision K 1 K 1 K, K 
constant, and faster than the naive, which leads to the 
EXTRAPOLATION 1. For any N = 2’, N > 128, there exists a factor-c 
symmetric augmentation sequence SC) over which the fast Chebyshev trans- 
form can be computed stably using a fixed precision and which is faster than 
the O( N 2> implementation. 
4.5. Stability Improvements for the Fast DMT at the MRI Points 
In this section we present an analysis of the success of factor-C augmenta- 
tion for fast DMTs at the MRI points z,,~ = exp{ir[l - cos(mr/N)]} dis- 
cussed in Section 2.1. As shown in the right half of Figure 9, for the set of 
MRI points augmented by a factor of 2, the sampling rate is much greater 
near the real axes than near the imaginary axes. This is the same situation as 
for the uniform-grid Chebyshev points, but the disparity between the maxi- 
mum and minimum sampling rates is greater for the MRI points than for the 
uniform-grid Chebyshev points (compare with Figure 3). In this sense, the 
augmented MRI points are less uniform than the augmented Chebyshev 
points, and we should expect the stability to be poorer for a given N and C. 
Some brief checks of MRE demonstrated that this is indeed the case for 
C = 2, as shown in Table 3 (compare with Table 2). 
Figure 10 shows the relative errors for a single trial on a set of random 
data (normal, mean 0, standard deviation 1) for N = 256, so it is the analogue 
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FIG. 8. Timing graph showing ratio of times for the implementations of a fast 
DChT to that of Horner’s rule. For C = 4, the matrices M and G are precomputed. 
Data for C = 8 and C = 2 are projected estimates. 
for the MRI points of Figure 6. Figure 10(a) plots the relative errors at 
precision 161128116 for C = 2. As was the case with the fast DCht, the errors 
are concentrated in the higher-order transforms, and are much smaller for 
the first 128 transforms, as shown in Figure lo(b). Figure 10(c) plots the 
relative errors at precision 1611281128 for C = 2, and Figure lo(d) the 
FIG. 9. The 64-point MRI sample-point set and its factor-2 augmentation. 
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TABLE 3 
MRE FOR FACTOR-2 AUGMENTATION OF THE MRI POINTS' 
N/N,=, PIP,lP* MRE 
16/32 16116116 = 10-14 
32/64 16116116 z 10-13 
64/128 16116116 E 10-H 
128/256 16116116 z 10-s 
128/256 16164116 z 10-r 
128/256 16164164 G 10-r 
256/512 16/128)16 = lo6 
256/512 1611281128 z 10-4 
relative errors at precision 16)16116 for C = 4. As in the case of the 
uniform-grid Chebyshev points, the factor-4 relative errors are much smaller 
and more evenly distributed over the transforms than for the factor-2 
computations, although they do show some relative concentration in the 
higher-order transforms. Again the small relative error at such low precision 
is remarkable. 
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FIG. 10. Relative-error vectors for augmented MRI sample-point sets. Clockwise 
from the upper left-hand comer (N = 256): (a) C = 2, P = 16/128/16; (b) C = 2, 
P = 16/128/16-first 128 transforms; (c) C = 2, P = 16/128/128; (d) C = 4, 
P = 16/16/16. 
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Unlike the fast DCht, the DMT over the MRI points is complex-valued, 
but if the input sequence f(j) has real-valued coefficients, we can make use 
of Theorem 3 to compute only one major subtree of the super-modulus tree, 
provided that the augmented sequence of MRI points is odd/even conjugate. 
OBSERVATION 1. Let Zc2) be formed by creating the set Z of MRZ points, 
with 121 = 2’, r integer, and augmenting Z by a factor-2 symmetric augmen- 
tation. Then Z(‘) is an odd/even conjugate set. 
Proof. By construction, Z is symmetric with respect to the real axis, 
since zk = ZN_k, k = 0, 1, . . . , N/2. Thus, since Z, is symmetric with 
respect to the real axis, Z(‘) is symmetric with respect to real axis. Since Z 
contains the points [l, - 11, then Z(‘) contains two copies each of 1, - 1. 
Therefore, Zc2) is odd/even conjugate. n 
We conjecture that the sequence Z(‘) is always odd/even conjugate and 
have verified this for several problem sizes and factors. 
As we did for the fast DChT, we tested the relative errors more 
thoroughly by running 30 trials over randomly generated sample data. Thus, 
for N/NcE2 = 256/512 and P/PI/PA = 16/16/16 the results are excellent. 
As was the case with the fast DChT, Figure 11(a) shows that in general the 
relative error is small for all indices, with the largest (but still small) values 
concentrated in the higher-order transforms, and the relative errors for the 
lower-order transforms smaller by several orders of magnitude [Figure II(b)]. 
Although extensive testing was not performed at N/N,= 4 = 512/2K, the 
inversion of matrices is stable at precision 16116116; however, the N/N,=, = 
lK/4K problem cannot be performed at precision 16116116, and an additional 
augmentation to factor 8 seems to be necessary for stability. We are currently 
working towards this. 
Thus, in some sense the MRI points are not as stable for a given value of 
N and C as the uniform-grid Chebyshev points, but this is perhaps to be 
expected from their greater degree of nonuniformity on the unit circle. 
The timing data for the fast DChT suggest that the lK/8K problem will 
take approximately 65% of the time of the naive implementation, provided 
that the input data are real-valued. However, unlike the uniform-grid 
Chebyshev points, the MRI points Z contain complex conjugate pairs, which 
allows for the naive implementation to compute only half of the projections. 
Therefore, whether the input data are complex-valued or real-valued, the first 
problem size at which the fast DMT algorithm certainly is more efficient than 
the naive implementation is at N/N, = 8 = 2K/16K. It is quite possible that 
with a better implementation or specialized hardware, much smaller problem 
sizes can be computed more efficiently than with the naive implementation. 
FAST DISCRETE MONOMIAL TRANSFORMS 
FIG. 11. Stability data for DMT at the MRI points. N = 256, P = 16/16,‘16. 
(a) Mean relative error for 30 trials; (b) magnification of first 128 transforms. 
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